
Total ADRs 48 59 34 69
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Completeness of ADR documentation and accuracy of classification

Can you trust adverse drug reaction recording?
An audit of electronic medical records

Background

A cross-sectional audit was 
undertaken at a major tertiary hospital 
across three days spaced over three 
weeks. 

Methods Results

§ ADR documentation in the EMR was 
poor, with a high proportion missing 
key data including reaction and 
severity. 

§ Where it could be evaluated, the 
ADR-type was frequently classified 
inaccurately. 

§ There is a need to improve processes 
for documentation and review of 
ADRs in the EMR.

Conclusion

Electronic medical records (EMR) enable 
recording of adverse drug reaction 
(ADR) information in a structured 
manner, and reduce the need for 
repeated documentation upon each 
new episode of care. 
However, inaccurate ADR 
documentation in the EMR can endure. 
Assigning an ‘allergy’ label incorrectly 
can have a negative impact on the 
provision of optimal pharmacotherapy 
and patient outcomes.

To determine:
§ the completeness of ADR 

documentation (drug, reaction, 
severity) in the EMR, and

§ the accuracy of ADR classification 
(allergy versus intolerance) in the EMR.
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Aim

264 patients were 
audited

102 (38.6%) patients 
had 210 ADRs 

documented in the EMR

147 (70%) 
ADRs 

specified 
reaction

Of these, 97 
(66%) were 
classified 
accurately 
(allergy vs. 

intolerance)

120 
(57.1%) 

ADRs 
specified 
severity

105 (50%) 
ADRs were 
considered 
‘complete’

Only 50% of ADRs 
had complete 

documentation –
drug, reaction & 

severity
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Completeness of ADR documentation and accuracy of classification by ward

The EMR of patients admitted to four 
wards (surgical, medical, 
haematology/oncology, aged care) were 
reviewed to collect data on patient 
demographics and ADR documentation: 
drug, reaction, severity and ADR-type 
(allergy or intolerance). 

Based on the reaction described, ADRs 
were classified by an investigator as 
likely to be an allergy or intolerance, and 
this was compared to the ADR-type 
recorded in the EMR. 


